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Defendpoint Enterprise Reporting provides comprehensive visibility 
across Privilege Management, Application Control and Sandboxing 
activity. With Enterprise Reporting, you can discover, monitor and 
manage user activity from the entire enterprise, providing actionable 
intelligence to make informed decisions.

Technical benefits: 

Graphical dashboards with real-time data

Broad range of reports including discovery of 
admin rights across the organization, discovery of 
applications in use, user logons and processes, trend 
analysis and more. This unique insight enables  
you to take a proactive approach, keeping users 
productive while controlling risks.

Schedule automated reports

Defendpoint Enterprise Reporting benefits from 
the scheduled execution and delivery capabilities 
of MSFT SQL Server Reporting Services. This means 
your reports can be configured to run on a schedule 
and delivered through email or saved to a file folder. 
Defendpoint reports are highly configurable to meet 
your most detailed requirements.

Discover applications with ease

With discovery dashboards, you’ll have effective 
summaries of  the applications running in your 
environment and applications that require privilege 
elevation to work properly. This application discovery 
enables a streamlined transition as you move to least 
privilege, application control and sandboxing, with 
targeted elevation that ensures your applications  
will continue to work under a standard user account. 

Continually improve the user experience

Enterprise Reporting allows you to pinpoint 
where your Defendpoint policy is impacting user 
productivity. This allows you to refine your policy 
over time, to ensure you strike just the right balance 
between security and user freedom. Your Defendpoint 
management console retrieves application specifics 
directly into configuration from the reporting 
database, making adjustments easy.

Full control over access to information

Defendpoint Enterprise Reporting is used by 
managers, engineers and operations teams. Secure 
access to reports using role-based authorization 
ensures control over access to sensitive data.

Build custom reports

The Enterprise Reporting platform supports custom 
reports to meet the unique requirements of your 
organization. Custom reports benefit from the 
automation and authorization features of Microsoft 
SQL Reporting Services, providing overall consistency 
of management.

Gain real-time Insight

 
Enterprise reporting

Dig deeper with 
granular reports

Refine your Defendpoint 
policy
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>   All reports can be exported as PDF or CSV 
files

>   Anonymous reporting capabilities to meet 
regulatory requirements

>   Web-based reports can be accessed from 
anywhere, using current web browsers

Technical features at-a-glance: 
 

>   Graphical dashboards and tables with 
filtering and drill down to gain further detail  

>   Policy editor integration

>   Flexible deployment options across existing 
Microsoft and McAfee platforms as well as 
Microsoft Azure

>   Granular entitlements enable role-based 
access to sensitive data

Flexible deployment options

Enterprise Reporting reports are implemented as 
Microsoft SQL Reporting Services reports or as part 
of the Avecto Defendpoint extension to McAfee 
ePolicy Orchestrator. This provides organizations 
with event centralization and reporting architecture 
that matches your overall Defendpoint deployment 
approach. Both solutions rely on a common MSFT SQL 
Server database for storage.

Supported platforms

>   Microsoft SQL Reporting Services 2008 or later 

>   McAfee ePO 4.6 or later

Supported database

>   MSFT SQL Server 2008 or later

Graphical dashboard provides at-a-glance intelligence.

Discover new applications by path, publisher,  
type, source, or requiring elevation with detailed  
data sources.

Identify users, such as those with privileged access, 
and view trends over time.


